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West Sussex Mediation Service 

External Newsletter 

Season’s Greetings and Hi and to everyone. 

The last year has been a year of consolidation and refinement 

of our office processes and practices.  Our IT equipment has 

been updated and now provides a much quicker, user friendly 

and more reliable system for the office staff to work with.    

Nothing ever stays the same though, and next year will see the 

enactment of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

which will undoubtedly require some further changes to our 

processes and practices. 

After a record 2016, referrals in 2017 have dropped back to 

more normal levels. We have welcomed on board 9 new        

mediators following our recent training course and we have 

bedded in our Conflict Coaching and Elder Mediation services. 

We hope to increase the number of cases that actually proceed 

to mediation (or Conflict Coaching) in 2018. 

Funding is, as ever, unpredictable. This year, a substantial two 

year core funding grant came to an end, but we received some 

solid funding from the Police & Crime Commissioner and     

funding  has been broadly in line with expectations. However, 

this simply underlines the fact that we cannot rely on a         

constant funding stream and we are committed to reducing our 

reliance on funders through raised income from paid mediation 

services (primarily Family and Workplace mediation).   

Over the year there have been a few changes in personnel in 

the office and there will be more next year as our Caseworker, 

Pam Chatterton, retires in the New Year.  We have a great little 

team in the office right now and thanks go to Nick, Pam,    

Christine, Christine and Eddie for keeping things running 

smoothly over the last year. Thank you also to my fellow       

Trustees who have given generously of their time, knowledge 

and expertise to WSMS and to Mike for keeping the books and 

payroll up to date. 

Now the festive season is just about upon us, so I wish you all a 

happy and peaceful time and a prosperous New Year. 

Will Adler         

Chair 

Message from the Chair 
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We have finally chosen someone to replace Pam in the New Year. Karen Trushaden 

will be taking on the role of Case Administrator on a 12 month fixed term contract, 

which we would hope to renew, subject to funding. 

Karen has over 30 years experience as a housing professional, in the London        

Borough of Hounslow and elsewhere, dealing with the management, of tenancies, 

evictions,  Antisocial Behaviour issues and homelessness. She had occasion to make 

use of mediation in that career. 

In more recent times Karen has been working as bank staff for the NHS. 

Karen will commute in from Ashington and work part time hours over 4 working days. 

As Karen is keen on winter sports, she will be taking a skiing holiday prior to a start 

date in January 2018.  We will introduce her further in a future newsletter. 

New Staff Member 

Please join us from 7pm onwards on Wednesday 10th January 2018 at The White 

Horse Smokehouse & Grill, 23 High Street, Steyning, BN44 3YE. 

We held a small leaving event at the    

venue before when one of our mediator, 

Rogers Toms, hung up his boots. 

If anyone isn’t able to make it on the 

night, please feel free to forward any  

personal messages for Pam, onto Nick.  

You are also welcome to contribute to the 

collection for her retirement present. 

Pam Chatterton has been with WSMS, continuously, since May 2006, working a four 

day  week on part-time hours. She had been involved in mediation prior to that, as 

she was part of the now defunct AIMS (Adur Independent Mediation Service) 

This link will give you directions: http://ow.ly/4stp30haZ6z 

 

 

Pam’s ‘Retirement Do’ 
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> Work Experience  

We were recently approached by a student from Chichester College 

who had seen our stall at the Jobs and Volunteer Fair held at the 

College. As a result of that Viktorija, a student studying law, is    

joining us every Thursday to get some work experience in a field 

that is relevant to her course. She has been learning about ADR 

(Alternative Dispute Resolution) in her coursework. Viktorija is    

commuting by train from Worthing but her travel is subsidised by 

the College. She is trying to achieve 100 hours of work experience 

time. She originates from Latvia and came to the UK with her family at the age of 11. 

> Christmas Market   

Nick attended the Rotary Club of Horsham’s 

Charity Christmas Market on Sunday 3rd   

December in the Carfax, Horsham and 

achieved £128 in sales, despite having 

some troublesome (non charity) neighbours 

at the stall next to him who kept obstructing 

his pitch! 

We still have a large stock of Christmas 

goodies that are now on offer at SALE     

prices. You are welcome to call by our offices in Park House, North Street, Horsham, 

to have a browse in the lead up to Christmas.  

Our most popular items are our Vintage, mixed colour small glass  

baubles, which we are selling  at 6 for £5. We have blue, purple, pale 

pink, and green. They can be mixed and matched with some lovely 

small coloured baubles  in purple, gold, and turquoise.  We also have 

hand painted colourful stars, birds, larger baubles, bells, beaded hearts, sequined 

balls . We also have hessian Santa sacks and various stocking fillers. 

> Waitrose Community Matters — Green Token Scheme 

WSMS will be one of the three featured good causes in the       

Waitrose store in Chichester during January 2018.  

If you happen to shop there, or no folks that do, please put your 

green tokens in our tank. 

News 
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Meet the Meds 

Introducing a few of our new Community Mediators who graduated from our training 

course, last month. We hope to get them active on cases very soon. 

 

 

 Ann                                                           Pauline               

 

 

 

        Bonny                                            Zyad      

 

 

 

         Lesley                                         Louise 

 

 

 

         Norman                                     Theodora 

 

 

We will introduce you to Peter, next time, when we have his photo available.  
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Words of ‘wisdom’ taken from an article in the Guardian Online published this month. 

Liz Stokoe (LS) is a British scientist & Professor of Social Interaction at Loughborough 

Uni where she studies conversation analysis.  

Do use: ‘Willing’ 

One of the first words (LS) came across that seemed to have a magical effect on  

people was “willing”. “It started with looking at mediation telephone calls,” she       

explains – that is, calls to or from a mediation centre, where the aim was to persuade 

people to engage with mediation to resolve their conflicts. “When they’re in a dispute, 

people usually want a lawyer or the police. They don’t really want mediation, so 

they’re quite resistant.” 

LS found that people who had already responded negatively when asked if they 

would like to attend mediation seemed to change their minds when the mediator 

used the phrase, “Would you be willing to come for a meeting?” “As soon as the word 

‘willing’ was uttered, people would say: ‘Oh, yes, definitely’ – they would actually      

interrupt the sentence to agree.” LS found it had the same effect in different settings: 

with business-to-business cold callers; with doctors trying to persuade people to go to 

a weight-loss class. She also looked at phrases such as “Would you like to” and 

“Would you be interested in.” “Sometimes they worked, but ‘willing’ was the one that 

got people to agree more rapidly and with more enthusiasm.” 

What to say : 

Deploy it when you’ve already been met with some resistance: “I know it’s not your 

first choice, but would you be willing to meet on Friday?” 

Don’t use: ‘Just’ 

In 2015, Ellen Leanse, a former Google executive, wrote a blog about the way men 

and women use the word “just”’. In the blog, which went viral, she claimed that   

women use it far more often than men. “It hit me that there was something about the 

word I didn’t like. It was a ‘permission’ word – a warm-up to a request, an apology for 

interrupting, a shy knock on the door before asking: ‘Can I get something I need from 

you?’” 

She asked co-workers to have a moratorium on the word “just”, banning it from their 

communication. She claimed the difference in how confident people felt was     no-

ticeable after a few weeks. “just” is one of those words that has a habit of creeping 

into our emails and spoken conversations. Fine if you’re trying to be placatory, but if 

you want to have more authority, lose the “just”. 

Use of Words — Dr Liz Stokoe 
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What to say  

Try your own experiment .Read your emails back before you send them and count the 

count the number of times that “I just wanted to” or “Could I just” appear. Edit them 

out and see the difference in tone. 

 

Do use: speak (instead of talk) 

The word “talk” seems to make a lot of people resistant to conversation. “We ob-

served this when looking at interactions between police negotiators and suicidal per-

sons in crisis,” LS says. Negotiators who used phrases such as, “I’m here to talk” met 

with more resistance. “Persons in crisis would often respond with something like: ‘I 

don’t want to talk, what’s the point in talking?’” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

We would encourage our readers to sign up on our website to receive our 

news and newsletters directly to your email account. Follow this link:    

http://www.wsms.org.uk/mediation-news/ 

Cont: 
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Here is a quiz based on ‘Missing Vowels’ where the vowels are taken out of well-

known phrases and spaces are added in random places. Your task is to identify the 

phrase. In this case, all the phrases are Christmas song titles, or famous lines from 

Christmas songs. So, as an example: 

SM PLYH VNGW NDR FLC HR STMS TM 

= ‘Simply having a wonderful Christmastime’ by Paul McCartney.  Have fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you’ve got as many as you can, email: Roger@RogerLawsonConsulting.com  

Every entry will result in a charitable donation to Sofii.org   

At midday on 19th December  one person who got the most right will be selected at 

random and given £50 to donate to a charity of their choice (WSMS of course!) 

Quiz 


